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THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE BIG SIX U.K. BREWERS
RAY ANDERSON

When the Brewery History Society was formed in 1972
the U.K. brewing industry was dominated by six large
vertically integrated British owned brewing companies:
Allied Breweries, Bass Charrington, Courage, Scottish
& Newcastle Breweries, Watney Mann, and Whitbread.
Today these companies have either ceased to exist, or in
Whitbread's case no longer have any involvement in
the drinks trade, and the four national brewers: A.B.
InBev U.K. Ltd., Carlsberg UK Brewing Ltd.,
Heineken U.K. Ltd. and Molson Coors Brewing
Company (U.K.) Ltd., are all subsidiaries of foreign
giants. This essay examines how and why such a dramatic change in the industry's structure came about.1
The brewing industry in the U.K. ended the 1970s as it
had begun them; on the crest of a wave. From 1959 to
1979 there had been an unbroken rise in the output of
beer by the country’s brewers and to put the icing on
the cake a Conservative government was returned to
power determined to put the unions in their place. In
1979 Margaret Thatcher had arrived to round off a
politically dysfunctional decade which had culminated
in Labour’s winter of discontent. What could go
wrong? Well, just about everything so far as the U.K.
brewing industry was concerned. Mrs Thatcher’s policies did indeed neuter the unions and, in time, brought
a temporary boost to the economy. But this was accompanied by record unemployment, the decimation of
manufacturing industry, an associated fall in beer sales
- and to cap it all, in 1989 along came Lord Young and
his ‘Beer Orders’.
In the four year recession which followed Mrs Thatcher
coming to power - the deepest in terms of the fall in
G.D.P. since that of the early thirties - output of beer in

the U.K. fell by over 12% from its 1979 peak. But to
judge the magnitude of the problem the U.K. beer industry faced, it is necessary to compute not just the actual
fall in volume in the first half of the 1980s, but also to
look at what the predicted volumes were for that period;
for it is on the latter that companies had based their
production strategies in the seventies. A most useful
publically available source in this context is a paper
delivered in October 1976 to an A.B.T.A. symposium
‘Delivering the Goods’, by P.H.T. Evans, previously
editor of Brewing Review.2 In his paper Evans presents
a forecast of the total U.K. beer market up to 1985 produced by the Brewers’ Society in 1974. The forecast
“represented the combined view of people in the
Industry who possess an expert view of the beer market”. The figures given in Evans paper are compared
below with what turned out to be the actual volumes
released for home consumption:3

Year

Forecast (million brls)

Actual (million brls)

1975

40.7

40.7

1979

42.7

42.4

1985

49.0

38.1

Thus the forecast gives a good fit up to 1979, but goes
haywire when actual volumes decline after 1979. A
projected growth in the U.K. beer market between 1975
and 1985 of 20.4% actually turned out to be a fall of
6.4%. Assuming breweries were brewing to capacity in
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1974 and companies increased capacity in line with the
forecast above, then they would be approaching 30%
overcapacity by 1985.4 Little wonder then that breweries were closed and redundancies followed throughout
the eighties. The market stabilised in the second half of
the eighties but the recession of 1990-1993 brought
renewed contraction, with more amalgamations and job
losses. This affected many countries, not just the U.K.,
but the latter also had to cope with a rise in beer tax of
31% in real terms - 52% including VAT - in the years
1979-1993.5 In addition the U.K.’s brewers had their
own particular cause for alarm in the shape of regulatory interference through the infamous ‘Beer Orders’.
This piece of legislation would come to be blamed by
many in the trade for all the ills that befell the U.K.
brewing industry thereafter.6
The Department of Trade and Industry Beer Orders of
1989 were the catalyst for a restructuring of the big
battalions of the brewing trade in the U.K., eventually
leading to a new dichotomy of pub-owning companies
and foreign-owned wholesale brewers. Intended to
weaken the tie between the big brewers and public
houses by the enforced disposal of a proportion of outlets, the outcome was much more far-reaching, touching
all layers of the trade.7
In 1989, the brewing industry provided employment for
nearly half a million people in the U.K. Just six companies produced around 80% of the beer and the total
turnover of the industry was £23 billion a year.8
Decades of official concern over the tied-house system,
coupled with disquiet at the increase in beer prices
above the rate of inflation for much of the 1980s, culminated in the Monopolies and Mergers Commission
report on the Supply of Beer delivered on 21 March
1989.9 The Commission found that the brewing industry operated as a “complex monopoly” which worked
against the public interest and made various recommendations for rectifying the situation. In a weakened form
the major proposals in this report were given force
through two statutory Instruments, which became
known as the Beer Orders, issued in December 1989.
The prime requirement of the Beer Orders was that
brewers owning more than 2,000 pubs must dispose of
half of the on-licenses in excess of this number or dispose of their breweries. Tenants of national brewers
were also to be allowed to stock one ‘guest’ cask-conditioned beer from another brewer. The industry was

4

given three years to implement the Orders, with a deadline of 31 October 1992. Initially the big brewers
responded in different ways. Some major players quit
brewing and retained their pubs. These included the
national brewer Grand Metropolitan (which swapped
breweries for pubs with Courage) and the major regional brewers Greenalls and Boddingtons.10 Similarly,
Allied-Lyons prepared the way for its exit by merging
its brewing interests with those of Carlsberg in the U.K.
to form Carlsberg-Tetley Brewing Ltd.11 On the other
hand Bass, Whitbread and Scottish & Newcastle complied with the orders by selling off the requisite number
of pubs in large blocks to emerging independent retailing groups (pubcos) and stayed in brewing. In both
cases the deals were accompanied by long-term (5-7
year) supply agreements between pub chains and brewers. National brewers also continued to have substantial
purchases tied to them through loan ties, which actually
increased following the Beer Orders. Thus although by
November 1992 some 12,000 pubs had new owners,
almost invariably they remained effectively tied to a
brewer. It was estimated that the five national brewers
which remained in November 1992 actually had a 5%
greater share of total U.K. beer production than the Big
Six had in 1989.12 There had also been a continued rise
in the retail price of beer since 1989 and although the
guest beer provision was operating, the range of choice
on offer was often restricted to well-known brands from
regional brewers, or beers from offshoots of nationals
which could easily be mistaken by the unwary drinker
for guests.13 The letter but not the spirit of the Beer
Orders had been observed and the result expected by
the government when they were introduced had not
materialised.
As the 1990s progressed it became the norm to question
the need to continue brewing amongst vertically integrated brewer/pub owners. In the name of ‘maximising
shareholder value’ increasing numbers of companies
decided to stop brewing but keep their pubs. The effect
was seen across the spectrum of established brewers. In
the decade or so following the implementation of the
Beer Orders the U.K.’s national brewers continued to
unravel with parent companies withdrawing from
brewing and then, as the pressure on profits continued,
selling off their pub chains. Of the six vertically integrated national companies that had dominated the
industry from the 1960s, the last to abandon a system
which had for so long seemed immutable was Scottish
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& Newcastle plc., trading as Scottish Courage after the
takeover of the latter. S&N sold its tied estate to the
Punch Group in November 2003 in deference to pressure from the City. The remnants of the other indigenous
national brewers’ production capacity were by then in
foreign hands and their tied estates had been ceded to
the pubcos.14 In 1989 the brewers owned 44,100 onlicences and pubcos, as we now know them, hardly
existed. By 1993, the first full year after compliance
with the orders, the brewers had 26,200 pubs and the
pubcos 14,800. By October 2003 the brewers’ share had
dropped to 8,400 pubs with the pubcos holding 32,900.
The U.K. brewing industry became little more than the
hollowed out husk of its former self, no longer a centre
of decision making and wealth generation in its own
right. Courage, Watney, Ind Coope, Bass; now only
names of faded brands at best.15
It has become a commonplace to trace the source of
these changes solely to the Beer Orders, but that is a
misreading of events. The upheaval in the U.K. trade
since 1989 in reality reflected longer term trends within
the brewing industry. Mergers between brewers, closure
of breweries and sales of pubs are hardly something
new, and the first steps towards the separation of retailing from production had been made at least a decade
before the Beer Orders came out.16 Whitbread had
already separated out their pub estate from their brewing activities before 1989 and Grand Metropolitan’s
managed houses had long been run by a dedicated
division of the company.17 Allied Breweries Ltd., had
recognised retailing rather than manufacturing as its
prime activity at strategy conferences held in October
and December 1983. The report on these conferences
contains the following passage:
Allied Breweries should recognise that retailing is its key
business. A fundamental change of emphasis is required,
to establish the principle that Allied Breweries are
retailers who are vertically integrated into brewing, not
brewers who own tied houses.18

With the decision that retailing and property were the
priorities, all that came next followed naturally. The creation of autonomous retailing units within companies,
the flight from manufacturing, the growth of independent pubcos, the eventual withdrawal from the pub trade
altogether as companies looked for yet more profitable
ways of using their capital, became inevitable. Even

Bass plc, in its dominant position in the old order as the
biggest U.K. brewer with its top-down, finance-driven,
style of management, could not resist the trend in the
end.19 The Beer Orders didn't start anything; what they
did was to accelerate process that was already underway. Thus they were the catalyst for, but not the cause
of, change in the industry.
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Appendix. The Big Six: A chronology of collapse
1990
1993
1995
1997

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

2008

Watney Mann (Grand Metropolitan) swaps its breweries for Courage’s pubs.
The merger of Allied’s brewing interests with those of Carlsberg in the U.K. is completed, creating a 50:50 joint
venture: Carlsberg-Tetley.
Courage is sold by its owners, Fosters, to Scottish & Newcastle creating a new number one in U.K. brewing
with c.30% of the market.
The attempt to sell Carlsberg-Tetley to Bass is blocked by the U.K. government, but by the terms of the
agreement between Allied and Carlsberg the latter is forced to take full control of the joint-venture.
Grand Metropolitan’s pubs are sold to the Japanese banking group Nomura and Grand Metropolitan itself
merged with Diageo.
Allied’s pub estate is sold to Punch Taverns to the chagrin of Whitbread and with the assistance of Bass; the
latter creaming off the best 550 or so pubs.
Whitbread’s brewing interests are sold to Interbrew.
The brewing interests of Bass are sold to Interbrew.
Whitbread sells its pubs to the Laurel Pub Company, which a year later sells them on to Enterprise Inns.
Bass changes its name to Six Continents.
Interbrew is forced by the government to sell the former Bass breweries in England and the Carling and
Worthington brands. Coors is the buyer.
The pub division of Six Continents is hived off into a separate company which is given the name ‘Mitchells &
Butlers’.
Scottish & Newcastle sells its pubs and restaurants to the Spirit Group.
Scottish & Newcastle is acquired by the Carlsberg/Heineken axis, as a result of which Heineken becomes the
biggest brewer in the U.K.
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